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“The motion picture you are about to witness
may startle you. It would not have been possible,
otherwise, to sufficiently emphasize the frightful
toll of the new drug menace which is destroying
the youth of America in alarmingly increasing
numbers. Marijuana is that drug, a violent
narcotic – an unspeakable scourge – The Real
Public Enemy Number One!”
This is the forward to the infamous propaganda film
Reefer Madness. As you can tell by the cover photo
or maybe through personal experience marijuana is a
drug far worse than anything else affecting our world
today. Forget poverty, war, hunger, human trafficking,
or homelessness. What we really need to be concerned
about is Public Enemy Number One; a few seniors sitting
around a coffee table, enjoying a smoke.
Society’s attitude and understanding of cannabis has
drastically changed since the 1936 release of “Reefer
Madness”. However, for many there remains a stigma
surrounding the use of marijuana, even for medical
reasons. A February 2017 poll from NRG Research
Group of over 1000 Canadians showed that 51% were
in favour of recreational legalization, while 33% were
opposed and the final 14% were undecided. It is a small
sample size of the Canadian voice, yet still enough to
show that there is a substantial portion of society that are
concerned with the legalization of marijuana. A medical
or recreational user might equate this to an unreasonable
fear of the unknown. To those who oppose, it is absolutely
reasonable. It has been ingrained in our society that drugs
are bad (mmkay).
These six Hamiltonians decided to put their faces on the
cover as an act of advocacy for the benefits that cannabis
has for them medically. We asked each for a short
statement about their use of MJ…

Starting from the left:
Richard Keelan “For 60 years I have been a professional
musician and recreational cannabis user. 10 years ago I
was diagnosed with prostate cancer and for the first time
I began using cannabis medically.”
John Wilbur “I am a palliative care trained, medical
cannabis user and advocate; living with cancer, trying to
help other seniors.”
Lucy Carrick “As a survivor of four spinal fusions
I am very grateful for legal medical marijuana as a
complement to my big pharma meds”
Laurie Whyte “I began using marijuana as medicine for
pain and sleep problems caused by Post Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD)”
Karen Montesanto “Nine years ago I became allergic to
my arthritis and pain medication. My doctor suggested I
try marijuana as my replacement medication… I’ve been
happy ever since.”
Martyn Kendrick “I use marijuana as a medicine for
pain relief.”
It has been a slow process and it is far from perfect,
but the Federal government on April 14th 2017 tabled
legislation to legalize Marijuana. With it comes the
tension of a society making a massive shift in the way it
sees and treats a substance that was once considered an
“unspeakable scourge.”
This issue of the Anvil doesn’t seek to quell all of our
fears or answer all of our questions. Instead, what we
tried to achieve was to demonstrate that drug users are
just people. When we can look at users as people instead
of a “scourge”, then we can start a healthier conversation
about drugs and society. The legalization of Cannabis is
a start.
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As a trained and experienced palliative care
specialist, my practice has been revolutionized by my
discovery, three years ago, of cannabis as medicine.
I now dedicate much of my life to advocating for
its use and showing people how to access it. I am a
senior, just barely at 66. I don’t know a single senior
living in Hamilton who does not have a prequalifying
condition for medical cannabis authorization and
use. All could be helped in some way by cannabis,
even if just to pass the time. Time can be a senior’s
biggest enemy, with hours seeming like days.

many are afraid to mention the possibility to their
doctors and caregivers. My website or the Arthritis
Society “Guide to Access” can provide advice.

I’ve heard people say that there isn’t enough research
on medical cannabis, yet they use oxy-derived
opiates, for which there is not one single study
showing efficacy in long-term use. In fact, what is
generally well-known about opiates is that they will
begin to lose their efficacy once addiction has been
achieved; resulting in the need for higher doses that
only work for a limited time. Oxy-derived opiates
Cannabis is well-proven to help conditions associated can become addictive in as little as two weeks.
with aging. Arthritis is a
A few things ARE very well
good example. The Arthritis
known about cannabis:
Society is a world leader in
• Even with constant use it
cannabis awareness. Just
will not harm your organs.
go to arthritis.ca and do a
This cannot be said for
search for “cannabis” to
ANY
pharmaceutical
see what I mean: over 360
pain medication, not
links on the website with
one, not even over-thea “Guide to Access” near
counter pain medication!
the beginning. The Arthritis
Society actually FUNDS
• You cannot overdose
cannabis
research
on
on cannabis to the point
arthritis, that’s how much
of legitimate medical
they believe in it.
emergency. Taking too
much too quickly may
When I meet seniors
cause you to throw up
and we talk about their
and it can send you to bed
ailments, they invariably
for
hours,
‘greened
out.’
Simply sleep it off and
want to know if cannabis could help them; the
know to lower the dose next time. The advice
pharmaceuticals they’ve been prescribed just aren’t
with cannabis is always to start low and go
doing the job. As time goes on, their suffering gets
slow. This is especially true for the newbie.
worse. When I scratch the surface even lightly, they
almost universally want to speak to someone who
• There has never been one recorded death
knows how to access and use cannabis. Some just
from cannabis overdose. It is now accepted
want to try it to see if it could help with the pain but
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as medically impossible. This cannot be said
of any other prescription or over-the- counter
painkiller, not one.
• Cannabis is the easiest medicine in the world
to self-titrate; in fact, it can only be self-titrated.
This means that it’s easy for you to zero in
on the correct dose for you—no one can do
it for you because everyone reacts differently
depending on their endocannabinoid system
(located in the brain and throughout the nervous
system). As we age and our systems deteriorate,
our endocannabinoid levels get low. Even
in younger people this is an issue due to our
degraded natural environment. If you start low
and go slow, you will easily find an efficacious
dose. As soon as it works, that’s your dose.
• If it’s going to work, you will feel the pain
relief almost immediately if using a tincture or
dry-flower vaporizer. There are vape lounges in
Hamilton where, for a fee, you can take your
own pot and try a top-of- the-line vaporizer.
This means you can easily try it before going to
the trouble of getting a legal prescription.
What suffering seniors need more than anything is
understanding. They need caring, cannabis-aware
significant others in their lives who are open-minded
enough to help their loved one, who is in pain, find
out if cannabis might help them.
Cannabis has a legitimate Shamanic side to it and this
is one of its greatest benefits, both in making a solid
mind/body connection for healing and for easing the
psycho/social issues that can become overwhelming
when aging, especially in facing the end of life.

John Wilbur is a noted local cannabis advocate.
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On Thursday April 13th, 2017, the Federal Government
tabled legislation to regulate the recreational use of
cannabis in Canada. Here’s what you need to know…
There’s still a lot of work to be done before all Canadian’s
over the age of 18 will be able to legally access Cannabis
for recreational purposes. The Cannabis Act bill which
was tabled on April 13th will have to go through a series
of readings, considerations and potential amendments in
the House of Commons and the Senate. Once approved
at those levels of government the only thing left to do is
get approval from the Queen. Once she puts her (rubber)
stamp on the bill, it becomes Law. The Federal Liberal
government claims legislation will be in place no later
than July 2018.
Assuming the “Cannabis Act” gets passed without any
changes, adults over the age of 18 will be able to:
•

Possess up to 30 grams of Cannabis

•

Purchase up to 30 grams of Cannabis from a
provincially licensed retailer.

•

Grow up to 4 Cannabis plants

By the time that happens, the Provincial and Territorial
governments will have to have their own regulations in
place to control distribution.
The Provincial and Territorial governments are in charge
of overseeing distribution and licensing. However, when

it comes to their jurisdiction they could also raise the
minimum age, lower possession limits, lower the number
of plants one is able to grow at home and restrict where
Cannabis is consumed.
Another major part of this Bill is regulations concerning
youth. The Federal government aims to protect youth
from the harms of Cannabis on developing brains through
education (a $9.6 million campaign to be exact) and the
implementation of two new criminal offences.
•

The giving or selling Cannabis to youth (under 18)

•

Using a youth to commit a Cannabis related offense

These offenses come with stiff penalties of up to 14 years
in prison.
On top of the criminal offences there are also limitations
on promotions and labeling that might be seen as
appealing to youth.
One final point of interest, you won’t legally be able to
import Cannabis from Amsterdam or other countries
without proper medical permission.
This information was taken from the Government of
Canada website. It is a short rundown of some key points
from the Cannabis Act. I would suggest reading more at:
https://www.canada.ca/en/services/health/
campaigns/legalizing-strictly-regulatingcannabis-facts.html

Today I went to a rally at City Hall, Hamilton, Ontario.
It wasn’t cannabis related, but I saw a number of friends there,
who I hadn’t seen in “Meatspace” for a while. A long while. A
really long while.
After a really good hug was delivered to someone, he
commented on how much, well, better I looked. Last time he’d
seen me I was all, you know *insert a display of crabbed hands
and bent neck* crippled. Sitting parked on my wheely-walker
in the sunshine on a bright spring afternoon, I could only laugh
in agreement.
“I’m on a new medication!”
“Oh?” he responded, eyebrows rising.
“They’ve put me on POT!” in my best faux conspiritorial
mock-whisper.
We both chuckle and mimes of joints being passed begin.
“Does it work? Really?”
There have been jokes about pot being a medical need for as
long as hippies have tried to convince “cops” not to bust them
for possession. But the joke’s on us, because there really is a
medical use for pot, and we’ve been missing it for decades
because of what is already being referred to in the past-tense
as “Prohibition”.
For the past few decades the search for a stronger and faster
THC (THC is the active ingredient that provides marijuana’s
high) came onto the “scene” in doses by black market growers,
which without would have left us to miss these “heavyweights” strains entirely. There are numerous amounts of
medicinal properties in weed, some which over time have been
bred out of the plants all together; one of the most talked about:
Cannabidiol, commonly known as CBD.
Now, I’m not going to start spouting science at you. That’s
available for you all over the internet, and all you have to do to
find the latest thing that CBD might help with is ask Google. I
want to tell you about how this started almost a year ago.
Like most of us I smoked pot socially in my youth. It’s common,
and to pretend otherwise is just idiocy. It never became a habit,
and I didn’t so much quit pot as I just found better things to
spend money on - Like rent. So, when the murmur started about
weed helping arthritis patients, it was something I kept an eye
out for.
My arthritis spread quickly, painfully, from the familiar aching
of an old knee injury, to a network of pain that presents itself
mostly as what hurts worst, instead of simply what hurts. We
went through the NSAID group of painkillers, other arthritis
medicines, but nothing ‘just’ worked. Not without a nasty
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side effect. So, I made noises about wanting to try pot, and
my MD gave me the referral the day I reported blurry vision
from the last drug. He knew I wasn’t going to just accept
opiates, and that I wasn’t going to go home empty handed.
I expected it to work rather the way things like Vicodin work
for me. It doesn’t make the pain stop, it just makes you stop
caring about the pain. I expected to have the ability to get
stoned enough to sleep, and that was enough.
Man, was I in for a surprise.
Because I had been reading about this CBD stuff, I immediately
ordered a sampler pack of CBD strains from my Legal Licensed
Producer, Tweed. And yeah, I got high, high as a bloody kit
for the first couple of months. Whenever I wanted, which
meant mostly after dinner. I then I ran out of my CBD-bearing
“dried flower”, and didn’t have the ability to order more, but
I did have some non-CBD pot, so that would be okay, right?
So very, very, very wrong.
What I discovered through those last two weeks without
CBD was that it was working in ways I hadn’t even noticed
until I stopped using it. My hands were so much less stiff,
but now I watched my fingers curl back up. The hip ache I
had forgotten about reasserted itself with a vengeance,
and my newly rediscovered ability to stand at the stove
for the time it takes to cook disappeared. While the walker
still stands by the door, I’m eyeing that old cane of mine,
and considering getting back to my aqua-fit classes.
Now I talk about pot to everyone. This skeptic is convinced.
I’m trying to help educate people now. I’ve even beaten down
my fear of cameras and started a YouTube channel. I spend a
fair part of my day reading, researching, and just enjoying the
freedom of Stoner culture, where “it’s all good, maaaaaan!”.
Bottom line is, this stuff works for chronic pain. I’m not the
only one saying it, ask the medical guys. It’s safe for anyone
with a fully-developed brain, and it can provide a wide palate
of different strains to help different illnesses, needs, and even
intensities.
It’s still fun too.
For once, I have a pain
medication
with
a
positive
side-effect.
So, to answer the question I hear most? Oh, it works all right.
Yes, Virginia, there really is a Santa Claus. He apparently takes
4/20 off.
Dawn McIlmoyle is a local artist, urbanist and general
loudmouth who has curtailed her volunteering due to chronic
pain problems. She maintains her weedy congregation
under the Stoner.Broad username on Twitter and YouTube.
Do not use while operating heavy machinery.
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Going Legal
There is only one reason why medical cannabis is
available in Canada: the courts! Not a single Canadian
government has ever done anything to make it easier for
sick people to gain access to medicinal cannabis. Without
our courts there would be no medical cannabis in this
country PERIOD. The courts
have consistently sided with
sick people and defended
them, going all the way back
to Terry Parker in Toronto
in 1987, where the first ever
“medical necessity” defense
was upheld by the Ontario
Superior
Court.
Terry
Parker was the first person
EVER to be granted legal
status to grow, possess and
use cannabis as medicine
in Canada, and his case
went on to produce the first
ever ruling in 2000 that
Canada’s cannabis laws
were unconstitutional. His
rights were considered so
badly violated that the Court
struck down our laws against
cannabis possession.
Canada was given 12 months
to rewrite the law before it
took effect. This was the very beginning of the medical
cannabis story in Canada, and it resulted in Canada’s
Medical Marijuana Access Program. MMAP was later
also struck down as being unconstitutional, with another
reprise to give Canadian government lawyers time to
rewrite the law again. This is how we got to where we are
today. And again the current law will have to be struck
down by the Supreme Court, and this time they may,
having lost patience, simply eliminate the laws against
cannabis, legalizing it without Parliament. Ironically, our
Courts may be the way we end up with legal cannabis in
Canada.
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by John Wilbur

Our New Cannabis Legislation: Is this Legalization?
Bill Blair, said it pretty clearly at the Marijuana
Legislation roll-out “It’s not our intent to promote the
use of this drug.” He might
as well have added that he
was sure nothing good was
going to come of this move
to legalize!
Let’s be very clear: Cannabis
outside of a new very
narrow ‘Legal Definition’
remains
highly
illegal
in this legislation. The
very worst aspect of this
law is that it continues to
criminalize Canadians for
no harm crimes and adding
insult, makes the maximum
cannabis criminal penalties
even MORE extreme. This is
Blair’s influence; how could
anyone have thought that
a man who spent much of
his life and largely built his
career on drug busts would
be the person to handle the
legalization file? This was
screwed up right from the start.
This legislation actually creates brand new criminal
provisions; sell cannabis to a minor and receive up to 14
years in jail.: sell that same minor alcohol or tobacco and
you’ll get a fine. Even with the current raging hysteria
one thing we know for sure is this — in terms of harm,
cannabis is not even in the same ballpark as alcohol and
tobacco. It is absurd to lump these together in any way.
Let’s start by looking at what’s good about the proposed
legislation introduced on Thursday. The number one

benefit, is the personal grow allowance. It’s limited to four
plants, there are some crazy height restrictions but this is
so much better than what was expected for recreational
users–no personal growing.
Ironically here’s what I think will be the greatest benefit
in legalization: It will allow sick people to finally get
access to medical cannabis. Under the current system
your Authorization must be signed by a Doctor. Many
people simply don’t have access to a Doctor who will
sign for them, despite the fact that they have qualifying
conditions under Medical Access Law already in place
in Canada. Sick, weak people, especially seniors and the
disabled are particularly hard hit this way. This is social
justice at it’s worst and I am thankful that it will finally
end for these people.
That’s it, that’s the end of anything
positive about this legislation!
Is cannabis addictive, yes it is. Admitted! But the truth is
that its’ considered as addictive as caffeine. (Dr. Lester
Grinspoon, Harvard Medical School. Addiction ratings
from Henningfield, Benowitz, 1994). In other words,
compared to opiates, alcohol and nicotine it doesn’t
compare. I heard a supposedly knowledgable person on
CBC recently say this and I’m paraphrasing: ‘How can it
make sense to break an addiction to one drug by getting
the person addicted to another.’ This person was talking
about substituting cannabis for opiates. Think about this–
in America about 40,000 people will die from an opiate
overdose in the next year. In the last 100 years, not one
person has died from a cannabis overdose, in fact never as
far as anyone knows. Cannabis may be the best weapon
we have to fight the current opiod addiction epidemic
and yet no one in our Government sees that as a positive
benefit? Whaaaat!!
In US States were cannabis is already legal, they are
reporting a decline in prescription opioid deaths in the
order of 25%. The is without trying they could potentially
save 10,000 deaths in America next year, from opiates
alone, simply by the national legalization of cannabis—
nothing more. Imagine the benefits we would see if
opioid secession programs, relying on medical cannabis,
were rolled out across North America! Every adult in
Canada already knows at least one friend or relative with
a problem that started with prescription opiates. How
can WE allow this to continue and allow those myths to
continue having a voice? I for one no longer do.

We are seeing the last gasps of the undercurrent that has
kept cannabis illegal in this Country for decades; the last
death spasms of the same forces that drove reefer madness
and made this plant illegal in the first place. what we
need to do, is break the cycle of negative reaction to this
propaganda. Once we do that, we may actually see truly
legal recreational cannabis in this Country.
On top of all the many in the Legislation, the Provinces
are left to set up the entire infrastructure, each on their
own, to sell legal cannabis in the next 12 months! That
in itself is absurd. Why didn’t they tell the Provinces
months ago to get moving on this, as soon as they knew
the direction they were taking on sales?
This draft legislation is a step toward the legalization of
cannabis but it clearly tells me that the current ‘illegal’
trade, Dispensaries and underground sales, will continue
and we will see Canada once more at the Supreme Count
and this time, as happened recently in South Africa,
the Court, having finally lost all patience (3 strikes and
you’re out), may simply strike down all cannabis law
and thereby actually make it legal, which this legislation
DOES NOT!

[Owing to a request from the original artist, Rev. Wayne
Phillips, the image that was used in this space in the
print edition (without proper attribution; a mistake
made in the layout stage) has been removed. Rather
than replace the image, the space has been left blank to
issue an apology to Wayne. A mistake was made, which
won’t be made again.
~Lee, the layout guy, May 10th, 2017]
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will probably need a referral to such a clinic from
your doctor. This alone can take months. If your
doctor won’t deal with cannabis authorization, the
OMA says s/he must refer you to someone who will.
Life is so much easier for the authorized medical
cannabis user in Canada. The card that you will use
to prove your authorization will be issued by your
licensed medical marijuana producer and will come
with your first order. Here are various ways to get
legal, ranging from simple and fast to slow and
troublesome.

Path I

your pre-filled-in form and hand it to the doctor to
sign.
If you have a specialist, your chances of success are
generally much higher. An oncologist, for example,
is likely to be well aware of cannabis as a medicine
and be more willing to sign your authorization.

Path II

A doctor who knows and trusts you Tweed Mainstreet

In Hamilton we are lucky to have one of the few Tweed
Mainstreet (TMS) storefronts, located at James and
Hunter. They will help you find a cannabis-aware
doctor and make you an appointment. Once your
authorization is signed, you can take it back to them,
sign-up, and make your first order at their office.
With TMS you have access to the products of three
Download the blank Medical Authorization Form producers (Tweed, Bedrocan and Mettrum) through
that you will find there.
the Tweed Mainstreet website. It’s like having three
LPs at once, something otherwise not possible.
Tell–don’t ask
Otherwise, it is legal to split your authorization,
Many people shoot themselves in the foot by asking your doctor to sign two forms so you can join
asking their doctor what they know about cannabis two LPs.
medicine, whether or not it’s useful or helpful. This process will take longer because the doctor you
Doctors by and large do not have the training to see may need to requisition your records from your
answer these questions and might feel defensive in family doctor. When you go to see the cannabisthe face of them. When you ask these questions, you aware doctor, take along any evidence you have of
might ensure a quick end to the discussion, perhaps any conditions you have that cannabis helps with:
accompanied by a general dismissal of the entire prescriptions for pain killers or anti-depressants,
subject.
any diagnostic information about serious conditions,
Here’s a better approach, much more likely to x-rays, medical reports, etc.
achieve the result you want: don’t ask anything.
Tell your doctor what you have discovered about
cannabis medicine and how it is already helping
you. However, at the end of the day, it’s illegal A cannabis clinic
and therefore you could find yourself going to jail
This is by far the most problematic and time
for trying to manage your illness. Say, “if you sign
consuming way to get your legal status, and it may
this form, I can continue to use cannabis medicine
leave you unsatisfied. For that reason, it’s the last
without fear of the law.” At that point you pull out
method of becoming legal I recommend. First, you
By far the quickest and simplest way to obtain
your authorization is from a doctor for whom you
have a mutual respect. Make an appointment with
your doctor and then go to my website (http://
brightoutreach.ca), which is dedicated to helping
you get legal.

Path III
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Never go to any clinic that wants to charge you a fee
to be seen or to have your authorization signed.
When you do see a doctor, s/he is likely to make
your authorization period very short (up to one
year), Typically, they will only approve you for three
months. They do this to maximize what they can bill
OHIP: it necessitates needless follow-up visits and
possible interruption to your supply of medicine.
In addition you will not be given the authorization
the doctor signs! Therefore, you cannot join the
dispensary or licensed producer of your choice.
Instead, you will be given a choice of two or three of
the 40 and counting LPs. Your choice is restricted to
the LPs willing the give this clinic a kick-back on all
the medicine you ever buy in future from them! This
practice helps keep the price of cannabis artificially
high. If you can, you should insist on walking out
with your authorization and choosing your own LP.

order to build the tolerance needed to get up to one
gram per day in consumption.
So, for serious illness you want an allowance of six
grams per day to keep all your bases covered. On
top of that it’s good to have an allowance for vaping,
edibles or smoking. If your doctor for some reason
insists on a small allowance, try to get at least –two to
three grams per day. The only source that will monitor
your allowance limit is your LP. Dispensaries won’t
care in the least because they actually understand
how cannabis as medicine works, and that’s one of
the good reasons to use them.

Why Dispensaries?
This brings us to the reasons why you WANT to
use dispensaries. They have knowledgeable staff
that generally cares about sick people. They can
generally give you useful guidance. I use words
like ‘generally’ because this is an unregulated world
where everyone thinks they ‘know’ what the truth is,
but when it comes to cannabis, only you can know,
only you can find the correct dose that works for
you. All the rest of the advice you take with a large
pinch of salt, accepting that everyone is trying to
help. Ultimately it’s up to you to educate yourself to
the extent that you begin to zero in on what works
for you. Only you can do that; no doctor can do it
for you.

The other issue I have with such clinics is that they
will typically only authorize very small amounts of
cannabis, perhaps as little as one or two grams per
day of dry herb. This is one of the ways they convince
you of the need for repeat visits. This would be fine
for a healthy person wanting to supplement their
Dispensaries for the most part, are where you
regime. For someone with a serious illness this is
should buy everything you need other than dry
unacceptable.
pot. For medicinal use, you should buy your dry pot
Filling out the Medical Authorization Form
from your LP. It will likely be cheaper and it will
Fill in everything you can, including your doctor’s have been tested for various cannabinoids. This is
address, phone number, email address etc., so all that something only beginning to happen at dispensaries,
s/he needs to do is sign and add their license number. largely because Health Canada has made it virtually
I recommend that people have their authorizations impossible for labs to do testing for anyone other
made out for a minimum of eight grams per day. than the LPs. It’s one of the ways the deck is stacked,
The reason is that if you ever decide to go in fora but that’s the reality.
serious regimen of good quality oil, you will need –
five to six grams of herb to produce one gram of oil.
One gram of oil per day is the recommendation for
serious internal illnesses, like cancer. The traditional
regimen for Phoenix Tears or Rick Simpson Oil is 60
grams over 90 days. This includes a ramp-up time in

Everything else that you need you should buy at
good dispensaries. , they offer a much wider range
of cannabis products than the LPs. In addition to
dry herb, they have hash, shatter, oil, capsules and
suppositories, plus cannabis infused edibles like
brownies, cookies, donuts, candy, coffee and tea.
11

What’s
in
stock
may
vary from day to day depending on supply and
demand, but in general the selection available in a
dispensary will be far wider than any of the LPs.
Consider joining them all, or at least pay them
all a visit. Some have thinly veiled recreational
interests and don’t seem to care much about your
medical needs, while others are really trying to help
sick people and care about them very much. The
difference will be obvious to you after you’ve been
to a couple.

continued from Page 11

After you’ve got your form signed
Your LP-issued card is your proof to the world that
you’re a legal medical user of cannabis anywhere
in Canada. Having this card is your pass to any
dispensary, whether on or offline. However, if for
some reason you don’t want to become legal, your
signed doctor’s authorization will also get you
membership at any dispensary.
The second your doctor signs your form you are legal
to consume medical cannabis anywhere in Canada.
If all you want to do is join the dispensaries, both on
the street and online, this is all you will ever need,
and you can carry a copy of it in your wallet should
you ever be challenged. Keep in mind it’s only good

for a year.
What you’re supposed to do with the signed
authorization is use it to join one of the now 40 and
growing list of LPs. The best way to survey them is
by using Lift (https://lift.co/producers). If you hold
an authorization you are free to survey the providers
and pick one to join.
One of the issues with LPs is that some are too small
to maintain a steady supply and so they will be out
of product at times. I have never known Bedrocan to
be sold out. Now that it’s morphing into Mainstreet
it looks even better.
Becoming a legal user of medical marijuana requires
some effort. It may be more than you want to deal with
before you even know if cannabis holds any benefit
for you. Try it first. Some dispensaries will allow a
non-member to enter in the company of a member,
so go with a friend who’s a dispensary member and
pick up a couple of grams of dry cannabis and a few
edibles.. Some dispensaries only require that you be
19 or older, with no medical authorization. Don’t
smoke your pot; take it to a friend with a vaporizer
or go to a vape lounge. At a vape lounge you pay a
daily membership fee, and for that you get to use a
vaporizer provided by the lounge. You need to bring
your own cannabis, so visit a dispensary first.

The Anvil Wants to Promote Your Business or Event
The Anvil is sustained by volunteers and advertisers like you.
We have a variety of affordable options to meet your advertising needs:
$25 - Business Cards$
50 - Banners
$100 - Quarter Page
$150 - Half Page
$200 - Full Page
$300 - Back Page

INTERESTED IN LEARNING MORE?
VISIT OUR RESOURCE CENTRE TODAY!
100 JAMES ST S, SUITE 2
HAMILTON, ON L8P 2Z2
Monday | Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday | Friday

10:30am - 6:00pm EST
12:30pm - 8:00pm EST
10:30am - 6:00pm EST

905-546-5314 • hamilton@tweedmainstreet.com
Follow us on Facebook @TMSHamilton

email
:
advertising.anvil@gmail.com or call 905-746-2382
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There was a time in my life when I thought drugs were
bad.
I still remember the DARE Bear being passed around my
fifth grade classroom. I don’t know what a bear has to do
with drugs or how they thought it would relate to fifth
graders but there it is, planted in my memory as one of
those random things I think about when pondering drug
education. Their mandatory drug lessons had a strong
impact on me, for years I was adamantly against drugs.
The information they shared, the pictures they showed,
the stories they told were frightening. Cemented inside of
my head was a fear and belief that drugs, all drugs, were
bad. In some ways that fear helped me, it kept me from
experimenting too much and potentially falling down a
hole that would be difficult to escape from. What I got
from the teachings that I hate about myself was a belief
that I am morally better than somebody that’s fallen down
the hole.
A few days ago I sat down with a drug user (or as some
like to say a substance user). She was anything but
scary. Alison Myrden is a long time ‘substance user’ and
advocate for the legalization of drugs. Alison consumes
large quantities of cannabis, upwards of 100+ grams a day
in concentrates and joints. She told me that she smokes
30 joints a day. I’ve seen the joints her partner Gary rolls
and I couldn’t smoke even one on my own. I’m pretty
sure she could smoke Snoop (Dogg)Lion himself under
the table. Due to medicinal cannabis laws she is able to
consume this much legally. She has a medical license for
14

150 grams a day.
Coming from a family of police and corrections officers
then spending a lot of time herself as an officer in youth
correctional facilities, Alison had no interest in heavy
drugs or even marijuana. She wasn’t looking for a good
time by getting high. What eventually drove her to try
drugs was the constant pain. Her doctors tried anything
and everything to find her a little bit of relief. “It was the
world’s worst pain in my face and head, 24 hours a day. I
used to take 32 pills a day, 2,000 mg of morphine a day,
heroin, than cocaine.” As we chat in her living room I can
tell that she’s still experiencing pain. She instinctively
pokes at the side of her face with quite a bit of force.
For almost thirty years Alison has lived with chronic
progressive multiple sclerosis and a pain on both sides
of her face called bilateral trigeminal neuralgia (aka Tic
Douloureux). “The main symptom of tic douloureux is a
sudden, severe, stabbing, sharp, shooting, electric-shocklike pain on one side of the face” (WebMD). The only
thing that brings her relief is cannabis and a certain strain
of blue capped magic mushrooms. Alison now spends
much of her time advocating for the healing effects of
Cannabis. She wants to make sure that others who suffer
can get the relief they need.
Shortly after speaking with Alison I bumped into a
hooded, erratic gentleman named Steven. A few of us
from the Anvil had set up at the Central Library talking
to passersby’s about drug addiction and legalization. It
wasn’t easy, people weren’t interested in being recorded

(lesson learned) and weren’t about to be stopped on
their way out. Then out of nowhere came a middle-aged
guy with a scraggly beard and hoodie. Speaking almost
excitedly he told me that he was an intravenous drug user
and had watched his friend pass away from fentanyl laced
drugs only a few weeks prior. He told me he was on his
way to his friends but wanted to chat more. After taking
my number he left me with the title of a spectator article
telling me to “read that before we chat, it will catch you
up on who I am.” And then he was gone as fast as he had
come. Intrigued to say the least, I jumped onto google and
sure enough there he was, looking a tad younger and in a
much healthier state. The article was 10 years old. It was
about a City of Hamilton program that housed 18 people
struggling with homelessness. Featured in the article
was an interview with my hooded friend. Steven and his
interviewer spoke about life, drugs and how trouble with
the law led him to sleeping in Vancouver back alleys. From
there he came to Hamilton where he stayed in the Good
Shepherd shelters until being selected for the housing
program. The interview ends with some questions about
his future. When asked about what he would do for work,
Steven replied “I have no clue. I have no skills at all, no
education. Just getting back and finishing my Grade 12 is
one of the things I want to do. But right now, it’s taking
care of myself, and that is keeping clean. Keeping clean
is more important than getting my Grade 12 because if
I don’t stay clean, my Grade 12 won’t mean anything.”
Other than not being clean, I have no idea how Steven’s
life turned out. Sadly, we were unable to reconnect.
However, I know from his own confession that he was
back using intravenous drugs.
Many people use drugs to cover up some sort of pain.
They’ll pop a pill, snort a line, light a joint or shoot up
just to make life bearable enough to continue on. In some
cases it might not be the best thing for them but that’s
where they’re at. Excluding them more by labeling them
law breakers, piling on more challenges in fines and jail
time takes the focus off the health (physical or mental) of a
person and makes it an issue of morality and punishment.
“If everything was legalized the community as a whole
could better monitor people. There would likely be less
over doses. We could have places that tested the quality
to make sure product wasn’t laced with fentanyl.” I met
Michelle for a coffee on one of the beautiful days in April.
We sat outside, sipped coffee and chatted about her work
as a Street Outreach Coordinator. She’s been part of
the SO team for 13 years, working to make connections
and build relationships with the absolute homeless of

Hamilton, people living on the streets, under bridges, in
parks or in shelters. “I think it all comes down to fear,
stigma and stereotyping. The media (society) tells us this
is what a drug user looks like. It gives us the wrong image
of what users are.” Michelle’s work follows a philosophy
of Harm Reduction. It simply means that they aim to
reduce the harmful effects from behaviours that could be
harmful. The Needle Exchange Van is a good example of
harm reduction in action. It is literally a van that drives
around Hamilton dropping off clean syringes (as well as
other H.R. equipment) and picking up the used ones, no
questions asked. The service helps prevent the spreading
of diseases like Hepatitis C and Aids. “It can be very
intimidating for someone to come to a service agency
and confide that they are using a substance and trust
that the agency won’t call the police. The Van Needle
Exchange have a good reputation, they’ve been around
for many years. People get to know these services, then
friends start using them and they develop a really good
relationship with people on the van.” Providing needed
health care without the stigma builds a level of trust, in
turn this strengthens a relationship and eventually the
potential for intervention when the person is ready.
Recently a co-worker of mine shared an interesting story
from a show called the West Wing.
“This guy’s walking down the street when he
falls in a hole. The walls are so steep he can’t
get out.
A doctor passes by and the guy shouts up,
‘Hey you. Can you help me out?’ The doctor
writes a prescription, throws it down in the
hole and moves on.
Then a priest comes along and the guy shouts
up, ‘Father, I’m down in this hole can you help
me out?’ The priest writes out a prayer, throws
it down in the hole and moves on
Then a friend walks by, ‘Hey, Joe, it’s me can
you help me out?’ And the friend jumps in the
hole. Our guy says, ‘Are you stupid? Now
we’re both down here.’ The friend says, ‘Yeah,
but I’ve been down here before and I know the
way out.”
Maybe addiction and substance abuse hasn’t caused you
to fall down a hole but I am willing to bet that there is
something that trips you up every now and then. If we
could look at others with the same compassion we often
show ourselves or would like to have shown to us then
maybe we would see less people trapped in holes.
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crimes, totalling over $4 billion. The notable factor
here is I had to go back 23 years to find a government
report about the connection between addicts and
property crime.
set in: nothing I could do this time around. Now this
wasn’t her failure as many would suggest, but my
failure, the failure of the police service, social services,
the government and society in general.

It was over 22 years ago I started working undercover
as a ‘Test Purchase Officer,’ and over the span of
my 25-year career I have spent more than six years
professing to be a drug addict, drug dealer, a hitman,
an enforcer, a corrupt cop and, amongst other things, a
paedophile. I’ve lived on the streets for short periods
of time and know what it feels like to be invisible. I’ve
driven around in flash cars as a high-level player and
know the ambiances that come with being revered for
the same.
While jailer at West End Central, a heroin addict who
I’ll call ‘Louise’ was brought into custody. She worked
the streets to fund her habit and had been arrested for
solicitation by Drugs and Vice. She was terribly upset
and without entering into an entirely different story
arc, I had dealt with her shortly before when I was a
Detective Constable working Special Victims.

I worked as Custody Sergeant in one of the busiest
police divisions in the world. I spent night after night
booking in addict after addict. Placing them on 15
minute checks, fully aware of how deadly heroin
withdrawal could be, and cognizant of the depression
and lack of self-worth that came with the same. It was
at this juncture in my policing career I realized the issue
wasn’t one of low moral standard, or lack of willpower.
Most of these addicts came from broken homes, or
suffered mental health issues, or were minorities, or
lived on the streets.
PC Dave Piling was one of the officers who’d
constantly bring these people in. He was known as
‘Robocop’, but that name didn’t fit his personality.
He was kind and compassionate, never judgemental,
and would regularly ask my permission for time to sit
and talk in a cell with the people he had detained. He
would attempt to divert them to different paths, even
though that wasn’t his job. Shockingly, some years
later, he too would die of a drugs overdose in police
accommodation.

I knew she was saddened, so decided after she’d been
placed in her cell I’d check on her almost immediately.
I found her hanging, not breathing, with vital signs
absent. I commenced CPR and she came back to us, but
much to the dismay of my colleagues I was covered in
her blood, in my mouth and all. A visit to the Virology
Unit at Kings College Hospital, two weeks on the
AIDS cocktail (which is fun), and a quick blood test
six months later and I was given the all clear.

So let’s begin with prohibition itself. Time and again
it’s been statistically proven that prohibition has no
discernable effect on drug use. In fact, I would suggest
the onset of the nationwide alcohol prohibition in the
United States in the 1920’s had a direct causation effect
of the development and prominence of Organized
Crime Groups, including La Cosa Nostra’s hold
over North America. These were groups of pocketed
criminals who came together to ‘organize’ a better
infrastructure to traffic alcohol across the Canadian/
American border, and they still operate today although
they’ve traded in alcohol for drugs.

However, while that pending blood test was still fresh
on my mind I encountered Louise again in the early
hours of one Sunday morning on Falconberg Court in
Soho. She was lying prone with a needle on the floor
next to her gaunt frame. Rigor mortis had already

Legalization of drugs would in turn lead to an
eradication of that very criminal market we actually
created, and a massive reduction in all crime. A national
survey in the UK in 1994 suggested that drug addicts
were responsible for more than 50 per cent of property
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Legal drug use, with education, would make our
communities safer overall, not just from a crime
aspect but also a public health aspect. HIV, Hep B
and C are easily commuted by the sharing of needles.
Also, if you remove the stigmatization that comes
with being addicted to narcotics, people would feel
more comfortable coming forward and asking for help
from friends, family or agencies that would be geared
towards the same.
Marijuana has lugged with it a false negative
narrative postulated through your government by the
pharmaceutical industry for years. Though it now
has demonstrated medicinal benefits, people still
have problems with its use, somewhat because the
stigmatization has been forced upon us for decades.
Even now, with multiple deaths from fentanyl use (over
700 Canadian’s died in 2015 alone) we see massive
police resources directed daily to the enforcement of
a plant that’s probably been around a lot longer than
we as a species have. I also note an uptick in police
warrants when negative news about a police service
breaks. Ottawa’s recent war on drugs started only a
few short days after one of their own was charged with
manslaughter: a useful tool for distraction, perhaps?
On a more subjective and personal note I was issued a
prescription for medicinal marijuana for PTSD. I’ll be
honest, I was aghast at the mention of it. Without going
into too much detail, it never once made me high and
I can tell you it worked. Although I’m not currently
using it, if I ever find myself in a place where I need
it again I wouldn’t hesitate to do so. We also need to
acknowledge this is a drug found clinically to be less
harmful than alcohol and tobacco, and I have yet to see
a single reported death linked to a marijuana overdose.
Finally, there has been a visible relationship between
enforcement and colour. In the US, if you are black,
you are over ten times more likely to find yourself in
prison for a drug offence than a white person for the
same offence. Police officers hold a certain power of
discretion when it comes to drug possession offences.
This does give those with stereotypical, even racist
views the ability to target minority groups, and I would
respectfully suggest a small minority, not all, abuse

this power.
I know legalization will come with its own problems
and I’m not endorsing the vending of heroin at your
local 7 Eleven, but government programs that supply
and educate addicts with diversion programs rather
than fines or removal of a person’s liberty would go a
long way to improving society for everyone. Nobody
wants to be an addict and, for me, current legislation
is no more than a way for administrations to vilify
disadvantaged members of society. It also acts as cover,
so they don’t have to deal with real socio-economic
issues tied into illegal drug use. I’ll be the first to admit
a large percentage of drug users do so for recreational
reason alone, but I’d wager an even larger percentage
do so for reasons tied directly to mental health ailments
or despondency.
LEO’s are here to help those who cannot help
themselves, and of course we have to uphold the
various acts of legislation that our politicians decide
are apt and in the public interest. However, when it
becomes apparent that same legislation does more
harm than good it’s time to rethink the concept of a
‘war on drugs’. It’s time to acknowledge the war
on drugs is nothing more than a war on depression.
A war on mental health. A war on poverty. A war on
skin pigmentation. And what is becoming blatantly
obvious as days pass by and colossal pharmaceutical
companies who use unlimited resources to continue to
lobby governments worldwide, a war on medication.
With legalization, would ‘Louise’ still be alive? I can’t
say for sure but I like to think so. I like to think she
wouldn’t have been down an alleyway looking for
money for drugs where she was gang raped. I like
to think she never would’ve taken a bad hit down in
Soho, because the drugs she took were manufactured
by government entities to pharmaceutical industrial
standards. I like to think when things got too bad she
was entered into a diversion program, a program that at
the end of it assisted in finding housing and work. She
then settled down with a supportive partner and had the
chance to have kids, normality, something we all take
for granted.
Paul Manning was both a Military and civilian Police
Officer with almost 25 years of international law
enforcement experience. He currently maintains the
mobinfiltrator blog and can be contacted through Twitter
@mobinfiltrator
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This was supposed to be simple. Write something
that reflects and exposes the often controversial, notoften-enough discussed correlation between drug use
and people’s ability to access shelters and housing.
Let me begin by declaring my biases. I believe:
• In a harm reduction approach when supporting
people who use substances
• In a harm reduction approach for people who
experience addiction
• That abstinence is a part of the harm reduction
spectrum
• That addiction is properly identified as a mental
illness
• That addictions are an issue of health and health
care
• That not everyone who uses drugs is an addict.

overflowing. For the most part, our shelter systems
are doing what they can to serve peoples’ unique
needs. However, when a shelter is full or more likely
dealing with overflow, things like managing risk and
limited staffing resources are a delicate balance to
maintain.
This struggle isn’t new. Many modernized shelters
have some phenomenal facilities that could address
the dynamic needs of a person who uses drugs. The
challenge lies in a shelter funding model that limits
a shelter’s ability to provide necessary supports:
supports that should include access to 24-hour primary
health care and an adequate multidisciplinary staff
team. This will best ensure that a shelter is providing
safe, stigma-free access for people who use drugs.
One hope is that Housing First may ease the need and
demand for our shelters. Perhaps Housing First will
allow us to renovate our current shelter system so
that the Hamilton community can provide adequate
funding and support to this necessary emergency
system.

To be clear, I don’t believe there has ever been a
drug free society. If you stroll through civilizations’
history, almost every culture or societal era has
ingested substances to address pain, increase
energy or explore spirituality. My laundry list of Housing First, treatment-first housing, permanent
philosophies is a good example of the over-arching supportive housing, harm-reduction housing,
challenge that exists when addressing substance use.
sober houses, treatment-based
There are a lot of different (often
"Housing First is a recovery-oriented housing, recovery houses, etc.
conflicting) views, beliefs and
approach to ending homelessness etc. etc. There are tonnes of
approaches to substance use and
that centers on quickly moving people approaches when it comes to
people who use drugs. So with
experiencing homelessness into housing models for people who
that clearly declared, let’s look
independent and permanent housing use drugs. All of them have their
at our shelters.
and then providing additional successes and I’m pretty sure
most have had their challenges.
Let’s say you are a person
supports and services as needed."
Low-barrier,
harm-reduction
who uses drugs and you are
--The Homeless Hub
housing in most instances
homeless. Imagine that today
www.homelesshub.ca
would meet the best practice of
was your friend’s birthday and you were out
the
Housing
First
model.
celebrating with her. Together you used {insert
substance/drug of choice (i.e. alcohol)} as part of In Hamilton, we have a growing population of
the festivities. Because you are currently homeless, service providers that have embraced the best
you want to stay at a shelter tonight. Well, that is practices of Housing First. Simply put, Housing First
where things may get difficult. You probably will is permanent housing tied to a breadth of supports
experience a shelter system that is typically full or that are meant to assist a person in maintaining
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their housing and moving forward in their life. For
a person who has an addiction, this would include
access to addiction treatment, counselling and
support. These services aren’t mandated and are to
be available when a person needs them. This model
is proven, but there are functional challenges. If
you are a person who uses drugs and happens to be
part of a housing program, you can encounter some
unintended drawbacks (stigma).
In most cases, the support and housing provider has
some connection or communication with the landlord
or building superintendent in case of emergencies.
While there is no clinical, personal or confidential
information that is shared; word quietly spreads
that the new person in that unit is supported by a
program. One day that program may get a call from
a well-intentioned but extra-curious superintendent
or landlord. They may provide that agency with a list
of times and days of the week the tenant was {insert
verb describing use along with noun describing
substance (i.e. smoking weed)} Sometimes this
“unsolicited support” goes further. They request an
immediate “intervention” for that “poor soul” who
uses drugs. On a really interesting day, things could
go so far as requesting that the organization come
over immediately to move that tenant before they
scare away all their “paying tenants.”

housing and shelters that create safe equitable access
for those people wanting to abstain and for those
wanting to use. Harm reduction can be that equitable
approach. By embracing a system of harm reduction,
you are creating equity and access to safer spaces for
all of our community.
John Lee is the Director of the Good Shepherd
HOMES program. HOMES is a supportive
housing program that strives to be an ally
to psychiatric survivors in the Hamilton
Community. When John isn’t thinking about
housing and support, his mind wanders to the
two wonders of his life, Logan and Jake. His two
sons are a constant reminder of how important
home is to every person in our community. If
you catch John with his eyes closed you can
guarantee he is dreaming about what it’s like to
be Spiderman. Please rest easy: John realizes
he’s not quite ready for tights… yet!

What makes this scenario even more intriguing is
that right after receiving the call from the landlord,
the tenant in question calls. They are upset with
the program for not disclosing to them that their
neighbour is a {insert derogatory term for cannabis
smoker ( i.e., pot head)}. The agency then does a
little detective work and discovers the tenant’s side
of the story is true. It becomes an interesting situation
to unwind for the agency, landlord and tenant of the
program. More often than not, the initial problem
of someone smoking weed magically disappears
for “that paying tenant.” Stigma and the doublestandards that exist within these learned myths are
alive and well for people who use drugs.
So where does this leave us? The answers aren’t
simple. We’ve barely scratched the surface of the
barriers that exist for people who use drugs and
require access to shelters and housing. We need
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offering take home naloxone kits to opioid users
and former users at risk of relapse through the Harm
Reduction Program since May 2014. Friends and
family are also able to get these kits. Nasal spray
naloxone kits containing two doses have been
available since January 2017.

Opioids are a family of addictive drugs originally
prescribed to relieve pain. Oxycodone, morphine,
hydromorphone, fentanyl, codeine and methadone
are legal opioids that are highly addictive. These
medications are relatively safe when taken as
prescribed, but become toxic
when taken in large amounts or
in combination with alcohol or
sedatives. The over-prescription
of these pain medications set the
stage for the opioid crisis in
Canada.
According to the United
Nations Office on Drugs and
Crime (UNODC) World Drug
Report 2014, Canada has the
second highest per capita
consumption of prescription
opioids in the world. Only the
United States ranks higher. In
2011, opioid consumption for
medical purposes in morphine
equivalence (ME) was 62 mg per
person globally. Canada’s ME
was 812 mg per person.
In 2013, the Centre for Addiction
and Mental Health (CAMH) reported that opioids
were the third most common drug used by students
in Ontario after alcohol and marijuana. Often the
drugs were obtained from family or friends who had
legitimate prescriptions.
Illegal opioids, including heroin, recreational
fentanyl and carfentanil, are readily and cheaply
available on the streets. Problems arise when the
purity and strength of these drugs are unknown.
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Opioid overdose is a medical emergency. Signs of an
overdose include slow or weak breathing, dizziness,
confusion, inability to wake, cold and clammy skin,
very small pupils, blue tinged lips or fingertips,
collapse and coma.
To prevent opioid overdose
deaths, the City of Hamilton
encourages everyone to become
familiar with the 4 Cs of safety:
1. Careful use — don’t use
alone, go slow by testing the
effect with small amounts first.
2. Carry naloxone — Get a
FREE naloxone kit and training
to use it.
3. Call 9-1-1 for every overdose.
4. CPR — Push hard, push fast
because breathing is severely
depressed.
Naloxone is a safe, highly
effective medication that reverses
the effects of opioids, including
the new narcotic ‘takeover.’
Crack laced with fentanyl makes
this drug cocktail so strong
multiple doses of naloxone are needed.
Naloxone is saving lives, but it’s important to know
that it’s only a temporary antidote. The beneficial
effects of naloxone last anywhere from half to one
hour. It buys precious time while waiting for medical
help to arrive. In some cases a second dose of
naloxone may be needed if the user shows overdose
symptoms again before medial help has arrived.
Hamilton Public Health Services (HPHS) has been

emergency calls related to opioid overdoses. Men
accounted for 75 per cent of these cases.
The average age of clients was 36 years, but those
most affected by opioid use fall into the age range
spanning 25 to 44 years.

In 2015 there were 199 emergency department visits
and 89 hospitalizations for opioid misuse. However,
across all age groups from 15 to 65 plus years,
Hamilton rates are consistently higher than provincial
rates. Most notably, emergency department visits for
opioid poisoning is more than double the provincial
HPHS staff currently provide naloxone training average for those 15 to 24 years of age and close to
and kits to persons at high risk of opioid overdose two and a half times greater for individuals 25 to 44
through:
years of age.
 City of Hamilton Public Health Services During 2016 a total of 460 naloxone kits were
Harm Reduction Program: 905-546-4276;
distributed by HPHS and 190 lives saved. Acceptance
 Participating local pharmacies by calling of naloxone kits increased in 2017 when nasal sprays
the Drug and Alcohol Helpline: 1-800-565- replaced injection kits. From January to March 2017,
8603;
365 naloxone kits were distributed by HPHS. At
 Van harm reduction program staff while least 69 people were revived during that time using
getting needle supplies;
the kits.
 The Street Health Clinic at Wesley;
 The Public Health Nurse at Urban Core Preliminary numbers from the Office of the Chief
Coroner indicate that 37 Hamilton residents died
Community Health Centre;
from opioid toxicity in 2015. An additional, 10
 Approved staff at The AIDS Network;
residents died due to toxicity from mixing opioids
 Sexual Health clinics;
and alcohol. This is the highest number of deaths in
 Home visits;
11 years of data collection.
 The Hepatitis C team;
 Group training held onsite at locations like Hamilton has developed a Comprehensive Approach
methadone clinics;
to Drug and Substance Misuse (CADSM),
 Hamilton Wentworth Detention Centre upon integrating prevention, harm reduction, treatment,
transfer or release.
and enforcement. By acknowledging that people use
Overdose deaths from medical and non-medical drug drugs, the plan focuses efforts on interventions to
use are now the third leading cause of accidental decrease negative health impacts while ensuring the
deaths in Ontario. A substantial number of these safety of individuals, families and the community.
deaths involve opioid use.
This holistic approach means the city is considering
Naloxone has helped reduce opioid-related deaths. establishing a nurse-staffed safe injection site.
Maver notes, “Clients recognize how important The needs assessment and feasibility study, to be
having a kit and training is to their safety with a lot completed by the end of 2017, will have input from
of unknowns with street drugs. Clients appreciate a community advisory committee that could include
getting a kit and the training. Some have used it drug users, their family members, representatives
from business and neighbourhood groups, as well as
multiple times to rescue a friend.”
Ward 2 Councillor Jason Farr and Ward 3 Councillor
Between January 10 and March 19, 2017, Hamilton Matthew Green.
Paramedic Services (HPS) responded to 72
continued on Page 20
According to Rosemarie Maver, Manager of the
Mental Health and Harm Reduction Program,
“Generally, whenever staff interact with clients for
harm reduction supplies, it is an opportunity to offer
a kit if the person is at risk of overdose.”
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continued from Page 19
The next steps to move ahead with
the project will require support
from Hamilton City Council. That
might be the biggest challenge.
Hamilton is doing its best to address the many
facets of the opioid crisis. Naloxone kits are readily
available to users, their family and friends. First
responders, including paramedics and firefighters,
are issued kits. There is reason to hope that the City
will approve a safe injection site.
That’s what makes the stance the
police department is taking so
puzzling. Police Chief Eric Girt
claims he’s 100 per cent on board
with the City’s harm reduction
strategy, yet his actions undermine
his words.
The Ontario Association of Chiefs
of Police requested provincial
funding to cover the cost of
providing officers with naloxone
kits, but Girt has made it clear that
his officers will not be carrying
the life-saving antidote.
Girt’s arguments against providing kits range
from not wanting officers to be responsible for
naloxone distribution, to having
officers focus their efforts solely
on law enforcement and the
pursuit of those distributing
illegal substances. In the case
of an overdose, Girt views lifesaving as the exclusive domain of
paramedics.
Girt also has concerns that officers
may
wrongfully
administer
naloxone to an individual with
a medical condition that mimics
overdose symptoms and that could
leave the department open to
lawsuits.

Insurance Act.

served if they were carrying kits
for their own protection as well
as for use as the first responder
in an overdose situation. Perhaps
naloxone kits should become
standard issue under a section
of the Workplace Safety and

As for the argument surrounding liability in the case
of naloxone being administered when not required,
even Girt has admitted this antidote doesn’t have
adverse effects. One would hope that officers
would at the very least fall under
the protection offered by the
Principles of the Good Samaritan
laws and principles that protect
those offering help and first aid.
A realistic solution for the opioid
crisis may never be found. To
its credit, The City of Hamilton
has undertaken an integrated
approach to help those chemically
dependent on opioids. City
Council could take that one step
further by approving a nurse-staff
safe injection site in a timely manner.
By empathetically caring for all members of this
community, Hamilton really could live up to its
vision of being the best place to raise a child and age
successfully.
www.hamilton.ca/
opioidmonitoring
https://www.canada.
ca/en/health-canada/
services/substanceabuse/prescription-drugabuse/opioids/about.html

Officers would actually be better
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It’s pretty interesting to go your whole life with the
wool pulled over your eyes. I’ve always known my
family liked to party, but I never really realized the
full extent of it all until I turned twenty.
Growing up, my mother would always have people
over on the weekends. There would be cases of beer
in the kitchen full of empties, loud tunes cranked in
the backyard, and ashtrays thrown across the picnic
tables. As kids, my siblings and I always joked about
“mom being drunk” and laughing at her. As an adult
it’s a bit different.
Don’t get me wrong in any way, my parents always
made sure there was food on the table, clean clothes,
and we were bathed. I don’t even think they were
alcoholics at all – in fact now I drink with them! Plus,
they only really partied on the weekends. More often
than not they would drag me my brother and my sister
to our aunt’s house while they sat, drank beer and
smoked cigarettes leaving us to our own devices.
Between me and my siblings and cousins, I was the
youngest by a few years. My cousins seemed to have
found things out before I did. They realized my aunt
and uncle were growing pot plants in the laundry
room, and began stealing buds when they were
thirteen. I was eight.
It seemed like a funny joke that we would all sit in our
cousin *Kevin’s room and smoke gravity bongs and
parachutes when we were kids. No one would ever
suspect we were stoned - we were all way too young,
or at least that’s what Kevin always said.
When I was in middle school my Mom and Stepdad told me about smoking pot, as if I didn’t already
know. They would smoke with my older siblings, but
not me since I was only twelve. The deal with my
family is you can only do certain things once you’re
in high school… I couldn’t wait to be in high school
and able to smoke weed at home.
I got ridiculously drunk for the first time at fourteen,
after my Mom offered me a few beers at our trailer
in Bracebridge. I did mushrooms for the first
time at the trailer the next year, when my former
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step-dad offered me a handful after a few beers.
Doing mushrooms lead me to want to experience
more, when I was seventeen, my school hosted
Rainbow Prom – a prom for the LGBTQ community.
I tried ecstacy for the first time. It was absolutely
thrilling and one of the best times I’ve had in my life.
I always tried to experiment and my motto was “as
long as I’m not smoking crack or railing cocaine I’m
fine.”
Then when I was eighteen I tried cocaine with some
coworkers.
It wasn’t until I was twenty and drunk with my mom
that she told me she likes to do recreational cocaine
too. Then when I started doing it occasionally with
my Mom I found out about the extent of my family.
My cousin Kevin, the one who gave me my first toke,
decided to be Jesse Pinkman from Breaking Bad. He
started selling meth to tweakers on Barton.
Subsequently, Kevin’s father, *Markus started sharing
his cocaine and cocaine stories with me too. “Only
when we’re drinking,” is our family’s motto. “We’re
not addicts if we only do it on weekends.”
It wasn’t until six months ago I realized Markus had
been selling cocaine throughout most of his adult life
and supporting a well-known crime organization.
It wasn’t until two months ago I realized Kevin had
$10,000 worth of drugs including crack, heroin, meth
and fentanyl. It wasn’t until Kevin’s door got booted
down I realized how truly messed up all of this is.
I still am a recreational user. You won’t
see me on the street with squares in my
eyes, in fact, I’m a very functional person.
This whole experience reminded me of something
Eminem once rapped:
“99% of my life I was lied to. I just found out my
Mom does more drugs than I do.”
*Names and actualities have been changed to
protect identities of the subjects in this story.
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BAKING WITH CANNABUTTER
Cooking is an art. Baking is a science. But, for
several reasons, baking with cannabutter falls into
the twilight zone of baking as a deliciously inexact
science.
Cannabinoids found in cannabis flowers provide
psychotropic effects when pot is smoked, vaped or
consumed. Generally, you’re looking for the level
of the cannabinoid tetrahydrocannabinolic acid
(THCA) in a product.
Heat is needed to activate THCA. Smoking and vaping
instantly turn THCA into tetrahydrocannabinol
(THC) which is then inhaled. This process is known
as decarboxylation.
When cooking or baking with pot, it needs to be
decarboxylated before being added to the final
product. The main catalysts for decarboxylation are
low heat and time, and the best medium in which to
suspend the THC is fat.
Most people are familiar with infusing butter with
THC, but coconut oil has a stronger flavour than
butter and helps hide the flavour of terpenes or
pungent oils that give food a strong pot smell. Both
fats use a ratio of 1 ounce of cannabis to 1 pound of
solid fat.
Olive, peanut and canola oils can also be infused
using a ratio of 1 ounce cannabis to 2 cups oil.
These oils can be used to make salad dressings
ormayonnaise, or for sautéing foods. Infused canola
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oil can also be used instead of butter when making
cakes, cookies or brownies.
Just remember: when cooking or baking with infused
butter and oils to avoid high heat and scorching, and
never microwave.
Before we start making our cannabutter, there are
a few things you should know. Making cannabutter
is more of an art than a science. Extraction depends
on many factors and this will affect the potency
of the final product. You can check the potency of
cannabutter by sampling a teaspoon and monitoring
the effects.
The THC infused into your butter will not be
distributed evenly. THC tends to sink as the butter
cools so, if you are only using part of the butter, cut a
section vertically from top to bottom and remove for
use. Measure exactly for the recipe and make sure
butter is evenly distributed in the mixture.
An average dose would be 10 mg. of THC per edible,
but potency is virtually impossible to calculate
because of many variables, including the potency of
the THC in the cannabutter and the rate of individual
metabolisms.
Ingesting THC means it interacts with your digestive
system, so there is a more gradual onset that lasts
longer than smoking or vaping. A faster metabolism
means the effects are felt sooner. That’s why it’s also
a good idea to eat a meal and then have an edible. A
full stomach helps regulate the release of the THC
into your system.
It’s best to assume the maximum amount of THC is
in your final product, so eat small portions of infused
foods and then wait one to two hours to measure the
effects before eating more. Eating too much will just
be a bad experience.
Never drive or operate heavy equipment after eating
these treats.
Now it’s time to infuse our butter. The ratio is 1 ounce
decarboxylated cannabis to 1 pound of unsalted
butter.

Line a baking tray with parchment paper. Spread with
finely ground cannabis over the sheet. Make sure the
cannabis is thinly spread. Bake in a preheated 220 F
oven for 30 to 45 minutes or longer if desired. Higher
heats will have an adverse effect on cannabinoids.

6. Add sugar and mix until not grainy.
7. Add eggs one at a time and mix well.
8. Add cocoa mixture, beating on low to avoid
mixture coating the ceiling and walls of your kitchen.
(The trick is to beat the mixture with the bowl in
your sink to minimize the mess.)
1.
Place the decarboxylated pot in the middle of 9. Add flour mixture and beat until smooth.
a square of double thickness cheesecloth.
10. Pour into buttered 9-inch square pan and bake 35
2.
Fold as you would for a burrito and secure to 40 minutes.
with string in several places. You don’t want the 11. Insert a tooth pick into the middle of the cake. Ifit
contents of this pouch to leak out.
comes out clean the cake is ready.
3.
In a double-boiler on low or in a crock pot, 12. Let cool to room temperature and serve with
melt butter and add pouch.
vanilla flavoured whipped cream and fresh berries.
4.
Let simmer for 8 hours stirring occasionally.
5.
Remove pouch using tongs and squeeze out CARROT CAKE
as much butter as you can into the pot.
6.
Strain cannabutter through a fine mesh
2 cups white sugar
colander lined with cheesecloth.
2 cups all-purpose flour
7.
Store oil in closed container at room
2 teaspoons baking soda
temperature for up to 2 months or extend the shelf
1 tablespoon cinnamon
life by refrigerating it.
1 teaspoon ground ginger
3 cups finely shredded carrot (about 2 large
Congratulations! You’ve made infused ghee—a very
carrots)
pure form of butter fat you can use for baking and
1 ¼ cup infused canola oil
cooking. Now, let’s get baking.
4 whole eggs
CHOCOLATE CAKE
½ cup infused butter at room temperature
2 cups brown sugar
2 eggs
½ cup cocoa
½ cup boiling water
½ cup sour milk (sour fresh milk with a squirt
of lemon juice)
1 ½ cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
1 teaspoon cinnamon
2 teaspoons orange flavouring

1. Preheat oven to 350 F.
2. Mix flour, baking soda and spices together and set
aside.
3. Beat eggs and sugar until thick and creamy.
4. Slowly drizzle in the infused oil to form an
emulsion.
5. Add half the flour mixture and mix well.
6. Add carrots and mix.
7. Finish with flour mixture and beat until smooth.
8. Pour into two buttered 9-inch square pans and
bake for 30 to 35 minutes.
9. To test for doneness, a tooth pick inserted into the
cake should come out clean.
10. Let cool and enjoy.

1. Preheat oven to 350 F
2. Dissolve cocoa in boiling water.
If you really like ginger, substitute ½ cup of chopped
3. Add sour milk and orange flavouring and set aside. candied ginger for 1 teaspoon of ground ginger.
4. Mix flour, baking soda and cinnamon and set
aside.
5. Cream butter.
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FAKE
B D NEWS
Local Headlines:

by Faux Noseworthy

Duterte invited fellow citizens to pick up arms and
fight the good fight “If you know of any addicts, go
ahead and kill them yourself as getting their parents
Cannabis Legalization Building to do it would be too painful”
Bridges Between Local Gangs:
There might not be anyone left in the country other
Gangs from the Greater Hamilton & Toronto Area than President Duterte but at least there aren’t any
have put aside their differences, laid down their “dirty druggies”.
weapons and taken on a letter writing campaign
Portugal Overrun With Dead Eyed
to put an end to the Federal Government’s plan to
legalize marijuana.
Zombies:
“I got kids to feed” said one man who asked not to Ever since July 2001, when the government of
be named, “this legalization thing is going to take Portugal put into effect their new drug policy, the
money out of my hands and give it to some legitimate country has been in a downward spiral. It would
business owner, I don’t think so.”
appear that the legalization of possession and personal
Jimmy Joe, a gangbanger with the East Side Boys use of any drug has caused the whole citizenry to say
since he was three years old explained their reasoning ‘f’ it and to consume drugs until their brains are in a
for the letter writing campaign. “Well, I once heard comatose state but their bodies are still able to move
that the pen was mightier than the sword, you see. around. Experts are perplexed but everything seems
So when we first heard about what the big shot to be going fine.
government folks were doing we decided the only Amazingly they were still able to win the Euro Cup
thing we could do to stop them was let them know in 2016 (they did play France though).
how we feel about it. And what better way than to
express our thoughts through letters.”

World News:

War on Drugs Officially Over in
the Philippines:

Officials from the United Nations are still waiting
to confirm but initial reports coming out of the
Philippines appear to show that President Rodrigo
Duterte’s plan to end drug use in his country was
a great success. Duterte was elected in 2016 on his
campaign to get tough on crime and boy did he!
During his election he said he would order police
to adopt a shoot-to-kill policy, and would offer them
a bounty for dead suspects. (Wikipedia: Philippine
Drug War)
It wasn’t just him or his death squads. President
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WEB EDITION EXCLUSIVE:

A RETRACTION

One of the most harmful myths concerning cannabis
is that it is a “gateway drug,” leading users to more
addictive substances, both hard drugs and alcohol.
This myth has been totally debunked by science; the
exact opposite has been found to be true.

A study conducted at the University of Victoria in
2015 found that younger drug users were more likely
than older ones to substitute marijuana for other
substances.

There is a growing body of evidence to support the use
of medical cannabis as an adjunct to or substitute for
prescription opiates in the treatment of chronic pain.
When used in conjunction with opiates, cannabinoids
lead to a greater cumulative relief of pain, resulting in
a reduction in the use of opiates (and associated sideeffects) by patients in a clinical setting. Additionally,
cannabinoids can prevent the development of
tolerance to and withdrawal from opiates, and can
even rekindle opiate analgesia after a prior dosage
has become ineffective. Novel research suggests that
cannabis may be useful in the treatment of problematic
substance use. These findings suggest that increasing
safe access to medical cannabis may reduce the
personal and social harms associated with addiction,
particularly in relation to the growing problematic use
of pharmaceutical opiates. Despite a lack of regulatory
oversight by federal governments in North America,
community-based medical cannabis dispensaries have
proven successful at supplying patients with a safe
source of cannabis within an environment conducive
to healing, and may be reducing the problematic use of
pharmaceutical opiates and other potentially harmful
substances in their communities.

It examined drug use among 473 adults who
use cannabis for therapeutic purposes. Among
respondents, 87 per cent said they used marijuana
to substitute for alcohol, illicit drugs or prescription
drugs. (CBC News BC: posted 30 Sep/15)

The study is based on data collected from the
Here is the abstract to a study published in 2012 “Cannabis Access for Medical Purposes Survey”
in the Journal of Psychoactive Drugs (Apr- — the largest Canadian survey of medical cannabis
Jun;44(2):125-133):
patients to date.

Five years on and the information in that abstract has
now been supported by further research in clinical
sittings, as well as byreal-world results. If you are
addicted to opiates or alcohol, cannabis medicine
can provide an exit from suffering. It may in fact be
the easiest and safest way to break addictions.

Finally, a study just published in the International
Journal of Drug Policy (Apr /17: Vol 42, Pages
30-35) produced these amazing results in the
first comprehensive survey of patients authorized
under Canada’s Marihuana for Medical Purposes
Regulations (MMPR). Note this is a survey of users,
not the results of a study. It shows what real people
have discovered, in real life, in Canada.
Cannabis is perceived to be an effective treatment for
diverse conditions, with pain and mental health the
most prominent. Findings include high self-reported
use of cannabis as a substitute for prescription drugs
(63%), particularly pharmaceutical opioids (30%),
benzodiazepines (16%), and antidepressants (12%).
Patients also reported substituting cannabis for
alcohol (25%), cigarettes/tobacco (12%), and illicit
drugs (3%). A significant percentage of patients
(42%) reported accessing cannabis from illegal/
unregulated sources in addition to access via LPs, and
over half (55%) were charged to receive a medical
recommendation to use cannabis, with nearly 25%
paying $300 or more.

The Anvil Editorial Team would like to publish
a retraction for a few mistakes made in the print
edition of our Drug Legalisation issue [volume 2;
issue 1].

format change, we have proven that we were not
adequately prepared for a topic as contentious and as
tricky as the Drug Issue. This is not to say we won’t
take on similar subject matter again. It also does
not mean that we will never make another mistake.
However, we will take this as a learning opportunity,
and endeavour in future to prevent similar accidents
and misunderstandings.

We have been asked to remove a photograph
(originally printed on page 14) which we used
without procurring adequate permission before
going to print. This was a misunderstanding on our
part, and we will endeavour not to repeat the misake If you or anyone else reading this edition have
in future issues.
any further comments or critiques to make of
the Drug Legalisation issue, please email them to
As well, it was pointed out that we did not adequately hamiltonanvil@gmail.com. We cannot promise to
present the case for Legal Providers (LPs) versus respond tot hem all, and future retractions will not
Cannabis Dispensaries, which currently exist in a be possible; however, we respect our readers, and will
legal grey area in Ontario and Canada. As such, it make our best efforts to address any concerns about
is strongly recommended that you use your best the issue. Hopefully, we won’t have to make too many
judgement when doing business with a dispensary, more such retractions in future issues.
and abide by all house rules, until such time as the
legal condition of dispensaries has been resolved. Thank you for your patience and understanding,
The Anvil cannot assume responsibility for anyone
becoming entangled in a legal battle based on the The Hamilton Anvil Editorial Team
misperception that we advised them to seek out
Cannabis for anything other than medicinal use,
prior to full legalisation of Cannabis.
Finally, we wish to express that, although we took
a fair amount of time rpeparing ourselves for the

